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FOREWORD

Martino Picardo 
Chairman, Discovery Park

I have great pleasure in writing this Foreword, as 
Chairman of Discovery Park. I am excited at the 
progress and quantifiable benefit we have seen with 
the re launch of the Community Lab, one year ago. 
The excitement that we are helping to create, build 
and grow, amongst local STEM students and relate 
this to the importance of Discovery Park to the local 
community, is clear for all to see. 

I am extremely grateful to our partners (Pfizer and 
Canterbury Christchurch University and others that 
continue to come on board) for sharing our passion 
and drive to make the “Schools to Science Park” 
linkage locally and to show to our students, their 
parents and the local community the importance 
of that link. If we at Discovery Park are to build our 
vision to create a world class Science Park, we will 
rely on the skills and expertise that we can help to 
build locally. 

I am personally excited to be chairing the Steering
Group for this endeavour, we have big plans to 
expand and grow the Community Lab experience and 
I hope that more organisations locally will join us in 
this initiative. I wish on behalf of the owners and staff 
of Discovery Park, the Community Lab project every
success moving forwards. 

You have my personal commitment that we will do 
everything we can to ensure future success and to 
carry on making a difference for our young learners.





In January 2019, Discovery Park, Canterbury Christ Church 
University, Pfizer, educational charity STEM Learning, 
supported by York Bioanalytical Solutions launched a STEM 
education strategy to provide a unique opportunity to 
experience working in an industrial-standard laboratory.
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) 
pervade every part of our lives, having a positive effect 
across UK industry. In the near future, the landscape 
of STEM careers will change and increase dramatically. 
By educating a younger audience now, and providing 
them experiences of these careers, a new generation 
of people will consider pursuing pathways within 
these sectors.

The UK faces a skills shortage when it comes to 
STEM subjects and careers, so much so that 89% of 
companies have had difficulty hiring STEM-skilled 
staff, costing the STEM sector £1.5 billion. With STEM 
roles expecting to double within ten years, there 
is great importance in campaigns that inspire and 
enthuse students to consider these paths. 

By engaging with this younger audience through 
education, encouragement and inspiration, 
Community Lab aims to play a crucial part in ensuring 
that future UK talent exists. 

The core objectives of Community Lab 
are to:

• provide students with access to an 
industrial-standard laboratory and 
equipment that they would not normally 
have access to in schools.

• inspire and encourage young people 
to pursue further education and future 
careers in STEM areas.

• allowing students to work scientifically, 
achieve new potential and inspire a new 
generation of STEM workers.

• partake in a more enriched experience of 
vital national curriculum objectives.



3,500+ 
young persons engaged 

with Discovery Park and its 
partners.

6 
companies with STEM 

Ambassadors involved in 
the project.

19 
sessions involving teachers 

and young people.

2 
industry awards associated 
with Community Lab for 

Education & STEM Activity 
in the UK.

4 
cohorts of trained teachers, 
able to provide and facilitate 

lab sessions.

Over 

200 
students experiencing the 

lab and taking part.

OUR IMPACT IN 2019

Community Lab provides opportunities for pupils to engage
with industrial quality lab experiences and equipment, not
found in many schools. It also provides an opportunity to
work with inspirational role models and as the quotes from
children demonstrate, is an inspirational experience.

Dr. Hellen Ward  
Director of the STEM Hub, Primary Specialist

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE AND 
EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF 
COMMUNITY LAB?



Community Lab is delivered in the Canterbury Christ Church 
University EDGE Hub lab, which is based in Discovery Park’s 
iconic Building 500, is a fully-functioning laboratory of 
industrial standard. The lab homes equipment that would 
not normally be accessible to schools, however it aids 
students in achieving core national curriculum objectives, as 
well as experiencing lab work on a professional level.

COMMUNITY LAB 

ABOUT THE LAB 

“As a science teacher it was very exciting to finally be able to use 
equipment that we only talk about with our students from a book or a 
video. Being able to use NMR and IR spectrometry was really exciting. 
Yesterday I took with me a group of disaffected year 11 students and 
to my surprise they took part in all the experiments and even thought 
the IRS was “sick”. They were discussing it on the playground today 
which for me is definitely a success!” 
Teacher, The North School, Ashford

Infrared (FT-IR) 
Spectrometer

Wide range 
of quick fit 
glassware

Nuclear 
Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR 
Spectroscopy) 

apparatus

Thin Layer 
Chromatography 

(TLC)

Rotary 
Evaporators

State of the art 
melting point 

apparatus



SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN 2019

“The training experience was 
fantastic: challenging, inspiring, 

thought provoking and satisfying. 
The atmosphere was very relaxed, 

friendly, our facilitators were 
incredibly knowledgeable and 

approachable, very enthusiastic 
and extremely helpful. The 

industrial-standard laboratory 
was great – well presented, all 

activities were risk assessed and 
well prepared for. The Lab itself 

was large enough to accommodate 
a group of students to work 

on their experiments and very 
well equipped.” 

Teacher Laleham Gap School, Ramsgate

“The experience encouraged me to take a degree with a 
year in industry, something I had not previously considered. 

It has inspired me to pursue a career in pharmaceuticals 
or similar industry, where I can use the applications of 

chemistry to indirectly help other people.” 

Student, Duke of York Military School, Dover

“From the experience I learnt how 
an operational lab works as well as 
developing my practical knowledge. The 
experience changed my opinion of jobs 
that use chemistry in their day to day 
work, this is because it showed me that 
it is not all lab work but is also a large 
amount of analysis and required further 
theoretical knowledge and not just the 
practicalability.” 
Student, Duke of York Royal Military School, Dover



We have engaged with a high number of organisations to 
support the development of Community Lab in 2019 and 
will be looking to expand to look at different STEM areas, 
such as Biology, as we enter 2020.

“The immediate effect 
on the students is 
positive and while at 
the workshop by far 
the majority are fully 
engaged in the activities 
they indicate that they 
are impressed with the 
facilities and that they 
have enjoyed the things 
they were asked to do.” 
Ken Hamilton,  
STEM Ambassador

“During teacher 
training, there was lots 
of energy throughout. 
We also received lots of 
ideas, suggestions and 
information which have 
been incorporated into 
the student sessions. For 
example, the analytical 
chemistry mix-up session 
will be run by one 
teacher specifically to 
show the applications 
of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. UV, FT-IR, 
and NMR will be used 
in Community Lab and 
X-Ray diffractometers 
will be seen during a 
tour of Discovery Park 
House facilities.” 
Don Clark,  
Pfizer

“It feels great to be 
a part of something 
that so clearly inspires 
young scientists. 
Students receive hands-
on experience in a real 
industrial lab setting 
and are able to talk to 
scientific professionals 
from a range of 
backgrounds. I’ve loved 
volunteering and seeing 
how excited the students 
get when they use their 
own scientific reasoning 
to find a solution. 
The experiments are 
challenging and they get 
to use equipment not 
normally introduced until 
University. Community 
Lab has helped me 
grow too - I feel more 
confident and have met 
some really brilliant 
scientists in the process!”
Rosemary Maghames, York 
Bioanalytical Solutions

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS 



SPOTLIGHT 
THE NORTH SCHOOL, 
ASHFORD

The North School is situated in Ashford, classed as a 
Category 5/6 area - groups of local authorities where 
children are making the least progress and have the poorest 
access to high-quality education. 

The majority of the pupils are of White British heritage. The proportion of pupils who are eligible for pupil 
premium funding is higher than in other schools nationally. The proportion of pupils who have special 
educational needs and/or disabilities is higher than average. (OFSTED 2017 report)

A teacher from the school attended a full-day familiarisation workshop to bring a group of students to 
Community Lab as part of the school’s ‘Pathways to Success’ career day. The teacher saw an opportunity in 
Community Lab and fed back: “The most useful part of this experience was the hands-on approach to doing 
practical (using equipment not available in school). A great opportunity for students to make links with real life 
science and chemistry.”

As a result of attending the familiarisation session, the teacher subsequently booked a student group of Year 11 
students to attend Community Lab. Working in collaboration with facilitators, the teacher arranged a specific 
programme for the lab based on student needs.



SCIENTIFIC LITERACY 
Scientific literacy is the knowledge and 
understanding of science concepts that help 
with future decision making. In a scientific 
literate population decisions that affect 
the future of society can be discussed and 
informed decisions taken about factors that 
might influence future lives, for example 
issues relating to; GM crops, three parent 
babies and artificial intelligence (AI) are 
all scientific developments that require a 
scientific literate population. 

OUT-OF-SCHOOL SCIENCE
LEARNING  
We know that out-of-school learning increases 
pupils’ science capital, particularly if this can 
be linked to their own interests. The PSCS 
will provide opportunities for science lessons 
to take place in new settings, alongside 
inspirational role models who will make 
science and future science careers more 
understandable to primary children. Another 
important aspect of science capital is who 
children know; life stories of young scientists 
will be a major feature in the PSCS workshops.  

SCIENCE CAPITAL 
Science Capital is created on the premise that learners who have greater 
opportunities throughout their early life will have more science-related 
knowledge, attitudes, experiences and resources. This will include; what 
science they know, and how they think about science (their attitudes 
and dispositions). 
At present pupils’ Science Capital is largely defined by whether their parents, or other family 
members are interested in science and the everyday engagement they have with science 
opportunities outside of school.

Not all learners have the same opportunities and as a result this might mean that from an 
early age they decide science is not for them, and later at secondary school they might fail to 
engage and explore careers and opportunities in the STEM areas.

Research by Archer et al, (2013)1 suggests that there are a number of dimensions that need to 
be planned if Science Capital is to be increased.

These include:

A PLACE TO TALK ABOUT
SCIENCE
The PSCS will become a space for primary 
teachers and their pupils to discuss science 
and science related issues. It will provide 
opportunities for networking and information 
sharing as well as to learn more about 
the different roles that are found within 
science careers. 

SCIENCE RELATED 
ATTITUDES
If young people can understand how science 
is relevant to their everyday life, they are 
considered to have high science capital. This 
is one key area where the PSCS can play a 
vital role, it will help to demonstrate how the 
science learnt in school and their experiences 
at DP have an influence on the life they live.

1 2

3 4

1 Archer, L., DeWitt, J., Osborne, J., Dillon, J., Willis, B. and Wong, B. (2013) '"Not Girly, Not Sexy, Not 
Glamorous": Primary School Girls' and Parents' Constructions of Science Aspirations', Pedagogy, Culture and 
Society, 21(1),  pp. 171-194.



LOOKING AHEAD
Primary children require different opportunities than secondary pupils. 
Therefore, primary science community space provides opportunities to 
engage in meaningful STEM activities that develop cross-curricular learning 
and skills. 
Our aim is to help every school in Kent and Medway Local Authorities provide their pupils with 
a world leading science education. To support this aim we want to offer opportunities which 
provide the experience of real-life applications of science.

Building on the success of Community Lab, which is providing secondary schools and their 
pupils with access to an industrial standard laboratory and equipment this latest proposal 
focuses on providing a Primary Science Community Space (PSCS) at Discovery Park (DP). The 
purpose of this provision is to increase the Science Capital of pupils before they transfer to 
secondary education.

What is an engineer?  
Pre and post impressions 
from children.



If you want to get involved in Community Lab, please contact us at:
Email: communitylab@canterbury.ac.uk
Phone: 01227 922662
Website: thestemhub.org.uk/index.php/resources/details/community-lab 


